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Vloggers and YouTubers detained and tortured in Kabul
Ajmal Haqiqi and his three colleagues were arrested and detained on June 7, 2022. The four men
are famous in Afghanistan for posting YouTube videos related to modeling content and other
creative social media content.
After being arrested without charge, they were forced to make a confession video, which has
now been uploaded on their YouTube channel. “We have been promoting Western culture and
values, and for this, I apologize,” Haqiqi said. The arrest was likely made due to a video uploaded
by the men weeks earlier, in which they were seen comically reading verses of the Quran.

UN discusses additional travel ban on the Taliban
On the occasion of the 50th session of the Human Rights Council on June 14, 2022, in Geneva, the
assembly raised concerns about the human rights conditions of children in Afghanistan. Several
human rights experts have emphasized their concerns about the indoctrination of children in
schools in Afghanistan a Pakistan.
Furthermore, campaigners are urging the UN to raise travel bans against certain Taliban leaders
again, which have been lifted under the Trump era. Due to the several restrictions on Women’s
rights by the Taliban, activists want to raise the pressure by banning leaders from leaving their
country.
(WION, HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, THE GUARDIAN)

Photo: Human Rights Watch
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ALGERIA
No News Related to Human Rights

BAHRAIN
Bahraini Ambassador sworn in by Assad Regime
Bahrain is normalizing its relationship with the Bashar Al-Assad regime as the ambassador of
Bahrain, Waheed Mubarak Sayyar, has attended the Bashar-led ceremony with the foreign
Minister Faisal Mekdad.
In 2018, Bahrain and the UAE planned to reopen their embassies in Damascus. Furthermore,
Bahrain supported Syria’s territorial sovereignty, through which diplomatic relations are being
further normalized.
Since the beginning of the conflict in Syria, over 100 countries have cut off their relations with the
regime. Syria’s Assad regime has killed over 200.000 own citizens, according to the Syrian
Network of Human Rights. As they stated: “This slaughter is a crime against humanity, and the
Syrian regime must be held accountable for all its crimes.”
(AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL)

Photo: Middle East Online
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EGYPT

16-year-old sentenced to 2 years in prison on charges of prostitution
A 16-year-old girl was convicted of debauchery and prostitution by the Child Appeal Court in
Egypt. The facts date back to the beginning of 2022 when the Juvenile Misdemeanors Court
decided to imprison the teenager after a first instance verdict.
Moka Hegazy, also known as the Tik Tok girl, had been found guilty of a moral offense and
sentenced to one year in prison.
In the first instance of judgment and appeal, the facts mention that she may have been the victim
of peer pressure and, in particular, of a young man. She mentioned financial motivations that
pushed her to create her TikTok account. Indeed, she has grown up with financial issues, and
TikTok represented a means of financial security and stability.
The sentence was increased from 1 to 2 years, and she was sentenced by association. The
Egyptian Initiative for Personal Rights (EIPR) condemned this verdict and emphasized the
importance of protecting children against human trafficking rather than sentencing victims.

(Egyptian Initiative for Personal Rights, Teller Report)
Photo: Reuters

IRAN
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Kurdish teachers arrested for participating in union-led protests
A dozen teachers were arrested in a Kurdish province after partaking in protests organized by
teacher unions nationwide.
The police transferred some detainees to the public prosecutor's office and the Islamic
Revolutionary Court in Saqqez.
This follows an attempt by the authorities to prevent the teachers' protests across the country.
Special forces were deployed to stop the numerous gatherings, and it ended with the arrest of a
large number of participants.
It has been reported that those arrested have been questioned at length by the police, but details
of what will happen to them have not been released yet.
(KURDISH HUMAN RIGHTS NETWORK)

IRAQ
No News Related to Human Rights

JORDAN
No News Related to Human Rights
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No News Related to Human Rights
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Palestinians killed in occupied West Bank
Israeli occupation forces continue their streak of bloodshed, killing three Palestinian men in
Jenin on Friday the 17th and another Palestinian man by the separation barrier in Qalqilya city
on Sunday the 19th.
The Zionist entity has ramped up raids in the occupied West Bank over the past few months,
resulting in the murder of a number of Palestinian individuals. On Friday the 17th, over 30
military vehicles raided the Jenin camp and forces killed three Palestinian men, identified as
Baraa Lahlouh (24), Yusuf Salah (23) and Laith Abu Suroor (24) in broad daylight. The victims
were sitting in their vehicle at the time and not engaged in any confrontation. Only two days
late, Nabil Ahmed Ghanem (53) was shot and killed while trying to pass through an Israeli
checkpoint to get to work. Israeli forces claim that they were trying to shoot a suspect
accused of vandalizing the security fence, and shot Ghanem instead.

A new Save the Children report shows that four out of five children in Gaza
suffer from depression
In a report and released on June 15th, Save the Children revealed devastating statistics regarding
the mental health of Palestinian children in Gaza 15 years after the start of the Israeli-enforced
blockade.
The report, titled "Trapped" found that "the mental wellbeing of children, young people and
caregivers has dramatically deteriorated since a similar study in 2018, with the number of children
reporting emotional distress increasing to 80% from 55%."
Save the Children highlights some of the alarming issues faced by these children and urged the
Israeli government to end this inhumane blockade on the Gaza Strip. The report further urges the
international community to take action and hold Israel accountable for its crimes against Gazans.

The defense team of Ahmed Manasra raise concerns over his detriorating
mental health

Several human rights organizations and defenders have been watching closely for any
developments in the case of Palestinian prisoner Ahmed Manasra, who was first unjustly charged
and incarcerated at the mere age of 13-years-old. Now 21-years-old, Manasara has suffered for
year under horrific conditions in Israeli prisons, resulting in damage to his mental and physical
health.
Heba Morayef, Amnesty International’s Regional Director for the Middle East and North Africa
said that: “Ahmad Manasra has been subjected to a catalogue of injustices by the Israeli
authorities, including deleterious effects of incarceration on his development and prolonged
solitary confinement. He endured ill-treatment during interrogations, which were conducted
without his parents or lawyers’ presence, and was denied the right to a fair trial. He should have
been released a long time ago, yet he remains in unnecessary suffering in Israeli prisons.”
There is a world-wide call for the release of Manasara as his attorneys ies continue to struggle
against the oppressive Israeli court system.
(AL-JAZEERA) (SAVE THE CHILDREN) (AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL)

QATAR
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Belgian and Dutch authors release a book against Qatar for its human
rights abuses
Two sportswriters have released a book titled "No more Qatar," in which they hold the Qatari
authorities accountable for all the human rights abuses of migrant workers that built the
infrastructures for the 2022 World Cup. The book also strongly criticized FIFA for allowing
Qatar to be the World Cup's host amidst all the allegations of human rights abuses the
emirates face.
The book also calls for football fans and journalists to keep holding Qatar accountable and to
bear in mind the abuses when watching the international competition in a few months.
(HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH)
Photo: Human Rights Watch
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SAUDI ARABIA

Human rights organizations urge the UN Human Rights Council to take action
On June 16, 2022, several Human Rights organizations, including ALQST, Amnesty International,
GCHR, and Human Rights Watch, published a joint statement directed to the UN to take council
action to address the continuous human rights violations in Saudi Arabia in recent months.
This statement relayed concerns regarding the mass executions of 81 men without a fair trial,
unjust prison sentences, the limitation of freedom of speech and assembly, the physical abuse of
those in state custody, and the deteriorating general human rights situation in the country. The
Human Rights Organisations are demanding the 50th UN Human Rights Council take further
action

Google plans to establish a "cloud region" in Saudi Arabia
The Internet giant Google is planning to establish a 'cloud region' in Saudi Arabia, leading several
Human Rights activists to raise concerns about this plan.
Saudi Arabia has a long record of using spy software against government critics and human
rights activists. Meanwhile, it is known that Google does not adequately protect users' data,
which raises serious safety concerns for Saudi Arabian activists. We have seen this before in
China. In 2009/2010, the government hacked the Gmail accounts of human rights activists, part
of what they called "Operation Aurora," which has far reached consequences for the citizens. As
a result, Google withdrew from the Chinese market but quickly came back with a new search
engine designed for the Chinese market.
Several human rights organizations have already spoken out and warned the public that the new
'cloud center' in Saudi Arabia would risk lives as it would give even more power to the
government.
(DEUTSCHE WELLE)

Photo: Human Rights Watch
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Statement on the status of human rights in Sudan by the UN Deputy High
Commissioner
On June 15, 2022, Nada Al-Nashif, the UN Deputy High Commissioner for Human Rights,
published a report detailing the Human Rights situation in Sudan since the coup of October 25,
2021.
Since October 25, the Sudanese people have been protesting peacefully, particularly in
Khartoum, to raise their demands for the return of democratic and civilian rule. During those
protests, Military forces killed 101 individuals and injured more than 5000. Most protesters were
shot by live ammunition, while tear gas caused four deaths and approximately one-third of all
injuries. Furthermore, sexual and gender-based violence and mass arrests and torture of
protesters were commonly deployed by the Sudanese army.
The UN Deputy High Commissioner welcomed the lifting of the emergency state to free all persons
imprisoned under the emergency legislation but also urged the authorities to take further steps to
ensure the Human Rights situation in the country remains under control.
Human Rights Watch commented that the uplifting of the state of emergency did not end the
repression by the military.

(UNITED NATIONS HUMAN RIGHTS OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER, HUMAN RIGHTS
WATCH)
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SYRIA
Civilians killed in landmine explosion

The Euro-Med Monitor reported that Eleven Syrian civilians were killed in a landmine explosion in
the Daraa Governate of southern Syria on June 12, 2022. Landmine explosions have already killed
more than 65 civilians since the beginning of the year.
The Syrian government is responsible for neutralizing mines in areas under its control. The
government must ensure that residential areas, farms, roads, and other facilities are free of mines
and put warning signs in locations where mines are expected, especially in the regions that
witnessed armed clashes in past years. (Euro-Med Monitor)

Concerns over Erdogan's invasion of Syria on the rise
On June 1, 2022, President Erdogan published within his weekly parliamentary group meeting of
the Justice and Development Party (AKP) his plan for a new phase of invasion in Syria. Under
claims that he wants to establish a "Safe Zone" along the southern border, he is looking to
displace approximately 150,000 people from Afrin and Tel Rifaat. The Syrian Human Rights
organization Afrin has condemned the planned forced displacement, which is considered a war
crime under international law. Depending on the Military tactics employed to displace the
populations, Turkey is likely to be committing a crime against humanity or genocide as defined by
Articles 6, 7, and 8 of the Rome Statute. (MedyaNews)

13 people killed in bus attack in Raqqa
On June 20, 2022, 13 individuals, mostly government troops, were killed in a transit bus attack.
Three soldiers were wounded, as news agency Reuters published. As the Syrian Observatory for
Human Rights reported, it seems like the attack has been launched by an Islamic State sleeper
cell; however, no one has taken public responsibility for it yet. (Reuters)
Photo: Delil Souleiman/AFP/Getty Images
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TUNISIA
Nationwide strikes Tunisia to a halt

The powerful Tunisian General Labour Union (UGTT) ground the country to a halt on Thursday,
June 16th. As a countermove to President Kais Saied´s attempts to consolidate power and his
economic reform plan at the expense of working-class people, the UGTT had called for and now
performed a nationwide strike. Airports, public transport, ports, and government offices were
shut down. To reach an agreement about a $4bn loan with the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
to address the economic crisis, Saied had decided to freeze wages, cut subsidies and privatize
state-owned enterprises.
In times of 18 percent unemployment, inflation hitting 7.8 percent, and soaring energy and wheat
prices, the Union sees the government program as inconceivable and fears the further
deterioration of purchasing power. The participation in the national dialogue, launched by Saied
to elaborate a new constitution, had also been rejected by the UGTT, as it was perceived as a
one-sided move, without including opposition forces. In advance of the strike, a journalist had
been arrested for commenting in a TV interview that Saied had asked the army to close UGTT´s
headquarters.
Besides the strike, organized by the UGTT, the Tunisian judges have extended their national strike
for a third week to protest the President´s “interference” in the judiciary. Saied had dismissed 57
judges on June 1st, causing judges “to hold a day of rage in which the judges will protest in the
streets in their uniforms,” Mourad Massoudi, the head of the Young Judges Association, told
Reuters news agency. Some judges had decided to stage a hunger strike. The dismissal had
increased accusations of establishing a one-man rule.
On Friday, a Tunisian military appeal court sentenced the lawyer, leader of the conservative
Karama party, and prominent opponent of Saied, Seifeddine Makhlouf, to one year in jail and
imposed a five-year job ban for insulting a judge. “This is the judiciary that Saied wants.. a
judiciary that he could control it and use it against opponents,” Makhlouf’s lawyer, Anouar Awled
Ali, said. On Saturday and Sunday, demonstrations were organized by the Salvation Front, a
coalition including the moderate Islamist and largest party in parliament, Ennahda, and the Free
Constitutional Party.
Photo: Hassene Dridi/Copyright 2018 The Associated Press

(AL-JAZEERA, AFRICANNEWS, ARABNEWS)
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TURKEY

Osman Kavala and Gezi Park defendants declared as prisoners of conscience
On June 17th, Amnesty International named seven people imprisoned in Turkey prisoners of
conscience, including prominent philanthropist and human rights defender Osman Kavala. They
were detained on trumped-up charges in a sham retrial related to the Gezi Park protests in 2013.
The accused had been sentenced to 18 years in prison, and Kavala was even given a life
sentence. He was convicted of “attempting to overthrow the government”, Çiğdem Mater,
Mücella Yapıcı, Tayfun Kahraman, Can Atalay, Mine Özerden and Hakan Altınay of assisting him.
In a “reasoned judgment” from June 7th, 2022, the trial court failed to offer compelling grounds
for its verdict. Amnesty International sees as the only substantial conclusion emerging from the
trial the involvement of President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and a lack of independence, impartiality,
and abstinence from political interference. The defendants had initially been acquitted of all
charges due to the absence of evidence. After the Erdoğan´s public criticism of the acquittance,
the three responsible judges were subjected to a Council of Judges and Prosecutors’ disciplinary
procedure. A year later, the acquittals were overturned, and a second trial was prompted.
Meanwhile, Turkish airstrikes on Kurdish areas in northern Iraq offer a foretaste of Erdoğan´s
plan to establish a 30 km “safe zone” in the Kurdish regions of northern Syria and Iraq. One
airstrike hit an intelligence headquarter and another in a civilian area, killing at least two people,
one of them a 12-year-old child, injuring seven, and causing damage to nearby buildings and
shops.
(AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL, ARABNEWS)

Photo: Amnesty International
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YEMEN
Houthi Militias continuously recruit child soldiers despite truce

Despite their pledges to stop the practice, videos show children being subjected to endurance
activities and training in the use of arms at Houthi-managed summer camps. In a tweet, the
Yemeni Information Minister Muammar Al-Eryani accused the Houthi of escalating “child
recruitment & pushing them to frontlines amid a surprising & unjustified Intl silence, & failure of
human rights & child protection organizations to play their role in condemning this heinous crime,
and stopping the mass killing of Yemeni children.”
Videos show children in uniform standing in military formation in a camp in Dhamar province,
shouting “Soldiers of God, we are coming!” and pledging allegiance to Abdul-Malek Al-Houthi. A
Houthi fighter said: “These are not children. They are true men, who should defend their nation.”
The continuous recruitment was confirmed by aid workers, as well as Houthi officials and
residents. About 2.000 Houthi-recruited children were killed in the Yemeni war between January
2020 and May 2021; in total, over 10.200 have been killed, including non-combatants. Despite the
Houthi having signed an “action plan” to end the practice with the UN in April, the recruitment of
child soldiers seems to continue.
Implementing a strict rule ordering female aid workers to travel with a male escort in Houthicontrolled areas severely hinders the distribution of aid in war-torn Yemen. “Significantly,
requirements for mahrams — male guardians accompanying female aid workers when traveling on
missions — have reportedly increased in Ansar Allah-controlled areas, significantly affecting field
mission and the implementation of activities,” the UN said, using the official name of the Houthis.
During the past years, the Houthis have increasingly imposed restrictive rules targeting women,
activists, artists, and singers. They are banned from mingling with men in public places, cafes,
universities, and restaurants, or singing at weddings, subjected to strict dress codes, and now
banned from traveling or working without a male guardian.
(ARABNEWS, AL-JAZEERA)
Photo: Khaled Abdullah/Reuters
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ACHRS is an independent non-governmental Think Tank center advocating for the
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